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Cleveland
Browns
2016 Recap
Should I begin with how the Browns almost gave us our second 0-16 season in 8
years? Should I remind you that when you play six different QBs in a season, disaster
knocks on your door? How about when a former QB is your number 1 WR? The Browns
were utterly abysmal in 2016, but they did have a few fantasy players worth your
attention. The aforementioned QB-turned-WR Terrelle Pryor was a top 25 option; RBs
Isaiah Crowell and Duke Johnson Jr. finished as RB17 and RB28, respectively; and that’s
it. Coleman started strong in his first game but got hurt and was ineffective upon his
return, and 2015 breakout TE Gary Barnidge was nowhere to be found. Maybe with a
plethora of new additions in 2017, the Browns will make the leap to -- ah Hell, who are
we kidding? 3 wins tops. – The Hudsonian
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Player

Points

2016 Ranking

QB1

Cody Kessler

89.0

QB32

QB2

Brock Osweiler

176.8

QB28

RB1

Isaiah Crowell

195.3

RB17

RB2

Duke Johnson Jr.

143.8

RB28

RB3

(R) Matthew Dayes

N/A

N/A

WR1

Corey Coleman

83.4

WR90

WR2

Kenny Britt (w/ LAR)

196.2

WR24

WR3

Ricardo Louis

34.3

N/A127

WR4

Rashard Higgins

13.7

WR154

TE1

(R) David Njoku

N/A

N/A

K

Cody Parkey

68.0

K27

D/ST

Browns

53.0

DST32
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Isaiah Crowell
Picking a player to spotlight
on the worst team in football is
a chore. Like mowing the yard in
100 degree heat kind of chore.
But Crowell is the most used
weapon on the Browns and will
undoubtedly lead the team in
scoring and be the most valuable
fantasy asset for you. Outside of
last year though, there’s not much
to love about Crowell as an NFL
running back.
His first two years in the
league, he finished as RB35
and RB33, respectively. Hardly a glowing recommendation could be made as he split
time with Terrance West in 2014 and one of my favorites, Duke Johnson Jr., in 2015.
The idea that he could help in the passing game was squashed as he caught just 28
combined passes in those first two seasons. Fast forward to 2016 and the arrival of
HC Hue Jackson and you get an entirely different running back. In 2016 Crowell had the
highest yards per carry average of his career with 4.8, his highest rushing total with 952
yards and the most receptions of his career with 40. He did all this with Duke Johnson
Jr. putting up RB28 numbers (358 yards rushing with 53 catches for another 514 yards
receiving). Crowell may just be coming into his own as a football player, so the Browns
went out and beefed up their offensive
line. They brought in former Bengal
Kevin Zeitler to play guard next to All-Pro
Joe Thomas and upgraded at center
In leagues with 12 or more
with the addition of former Packer J.C.
teams, Crowell is a solid
Tretter. The only real weak link on their
option to fill your second
line is RT, so if Hue Jackson is smart,
he’ll run Crowell to the left. A lot. The
running back slot. Just
threat of Duke Johnson Jr. still looms in
remember - you’re relying on a
the background, but with the additions
Cleveland Brown. Draft at your
up front and Jackson’s desire to run,
run, run, I’d look for Crowell to cross the
own peril.
1,000 yard barrier for the first time and
– Cole Hoopingarner
clear 10 TDs this season. That should
put him in RB2 territory by season’s end.
– The Hudsonian

Isaiah Crowell, RB
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Corey Coleman

Corey Coleman, WR

Our Look Inside Cleveland will probably be the most
dismal preview of this offseason. There’s just nothing
to get excited about when discussing the Browns. Alas,
we’re covering every team in the NFL and that means
you have to follow along with us as we profile the best
of the worst. Enter Corey Coleman, who may have the
most potential out of all the Browns players relevant
to fantasy. The second-year WR out of Baylor started
red-hot in his rookie campaign in 2016, recording
7 catches for 175 yards and 2 touchdowns. Then
he broke his hand in practice and was sidelined for
the next six games. Unfortunately, his much-awaited
return disappointed Browns fans and fantasy owners
everywhere. Coleman averaged 3.25 catches and
30 yards per game over the final eight games of the
season and only grabbed one receiving touchdown.

There’s no questioning Coleman’s talent and physical abilities. He’s got blazing speed,
impactful burst and amazing acceleration. But let’s not forget where he came from
and where he is now. Baylor’s spread offense doesn’t prepare its wide receivers for
the intricate route running necessary to combat the NFL’s elite cornerbacks. Missing 6
games last year only elongated Coleman’s learning curve which is already longer simply
because plays for the worst franchise in the league. Coleman has special talent but I
can’t see him fully developing the way he needs to with the Browns. He’s a deep roster
stash worthy of no higher than a 10th round pick. – Cole Hoopingarner
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Coleman will be a useful weapon for whoever throws him
the football. His ceiling this year is WR3 status. His breakout
will come when he has better QB play.
– The Hudsonian
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Kenny Britt

Kenny Britt, WR

I’ve never been a huge fan of Kenny Britt. Sure, the guy has physical tools but where’s
the production? In his eight-year career, Britt’s only passed the 1,000 yard receiving mark
once - last year, when he caught 68 passes for 1,002 yards and 5 touchdowns. Britt
apologists would point to the systems and quarterbacks he played in and with (Vince
Young, Kerry Collins, Rusty Smith, Matt Hasselbeck, Jake Locker and Ryan Fitzpatrick in
Tennessee, and Austin Davis, Shaun Hill, Nick Foles, Case Keenum, and Jared Goff in St.
Louis/Los Angeles) as the real reasons why he’s underwhelmed, but I don’t buy it. Lots of
top wide receivers have played better than Britt has with comparable quarterback play.
2017 finds Britt in the true Black Hole of the NFL as the veteran wide receiver for the
Cleveland Browns. Britt’s QB will either be Cody Kessler, Brock Osweiler, Kevin Hogan,
or DeShone Kizer. If the shorter-thannormal length of this player spotlight
doesn’t tell you how I feel (and how
Don’t draft Britt with
you should feel too) about Britt, let me
expectations of a top 25
spell it out for you: A-V-O-I-D. Britt’s a
finish. He’s been a perennial
fill-in WR3 or FLEX play at best until
underachiever and I’d look for
he can prove otherwise - and time’s
running out on the 28-year old wideout.
him to do the same this year.
– Cole Hoopingarner
– The Hudsonian
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2017 Preview
With an emphasis on improving the offensive line in the offseason (and boy did they
ever), I look for Crowell to be a high end RB2 this season. And that’s his floor. If Hue
Jackson will commit to the running game, Crowell could sneak into the top 10 at RB.
Duke Johnson Jr. will be forever underutilized but should do well enough as a 3rd down
back to warrant RB3 status after all the inevitable injuries at the position take their
course. Coleman and Britt, barring injury, likely won’t be anything higher than WR4s
because of the lack of quality QB play. The player I’m looking at to sneak under radars
is rookie TE David Njoku. Call me a homer (I am a ‘Canes fan after all), but with a young
QB in Cody Kessler and the underwhelming veteran Brock Osweiler leading the way,
Njoku will have every opportunity to buck the “rookie tight ends don’t do well in Year One”
trend. – The Hudsonian

Team Schedule
Week 1: vs. Pittsburgh Steelers
Week 2: @ Baltimore Ravens

Week 3: @ Indianapolis Colts

Week 4: vs. Cincinnati Bengals
Week 5: vs. New York Jets

Week 10: @ Detroit Lions
Week 11: vs. Jacksonville Jaguars
Week 12: @ Cincinnati Bengals

Week 13: @ Los Angeles Chargers
Week 14: vs. Green Bay Packers

Week 6: @ Houston Texans
Week 7: vs. Tennessee Titans

Week 15: vs. Baltimore Ravens

Week 8: vs. Minnesota Vikings

Week 17: @ Pittsburgh Steelers

Week 9: BYE WEEK

Week 16: @ Chicago Bears
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